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Paper 2 Question 1

E-mail 1: Mr. Indigo

1Heading (E-mail to Mr Indigo) - Presentation mark

Income Tax

1The alternative answer also gets the mark for section 11(a).  
stock as defined) a deduction will be allowed - section 11(a).
If all the items were originally acquired for purposes of sale (trading

1deducted - section 23C
For purposes of the deduction the cost must exclude input tax

1It is now applied for private use
1He is then deemed to have recovered or recouped - section 22(8)
1the cost (can be readily determined - given)

3 marksextent the deduction will be denied - section 23(g)
for purposes of resale, therefore not trading stock and to that
Alternative - The items acquired for private use was not acquired

1alternative
Amount: R21 (or R7 665) must be "added" back / denied for

Value-Added Tax

12 marksprivate use no deduction of the input tax is permitted.  
To the extent that the items were acquired for purposes of the
amount of input tax may be deducted.   Alternative:
use or the supply in the course of making taxable supplies, the full
If all the items were originally acquired for purposes of consumption,

1him by way of a taxable supply - section 18(1).
that, (private use) the goods are deemed to have been supplied by
As it is then subsequently applied for a purpose other than

1zero rated - no mark if stated that bread is also 0%
As the supply of milk is zero rated the related output tax will also be

of the news paper (both at the standard rate) 
White bread is not zero rated and is treated the same as the supply

1alternative
Not for

is 14/114 thereof - section 10(7)
The value of the supply is the open market value and the output tax

1Adjustment = R2,29 (no mark if contradicting reasoning)

1the applicable VAT period
Time of supply (section 9(6)) = time so applied therefore during

10Maximum12Total of the marks available for email 1 (presentation mark excluded)
1Maximum1Presentation mark - as awarded above

E-Mail 2: Mr. Turbot

service provider".
Candidates will not be penalised if reference is made to "personal

For Income Tax purposes a close corporation is a company.(a)

1in relation to it
Mr Turbot is a member of the CC and therefore a connected person

1The service is rendered personally by Mr. Turbot

following requirements apply:
Turbot CC will be then a personal service company if any one of the

0.5for the application of this principle based on the facts
Mr. Tarbot is regarded as an employee of ECU - the mark is awarded

0.5principle based on the facts
supervision of ECU - the mark is awarded for the application of this
clear from the facts that he or the CC is subject to the control and
The duties are mainly performed at premises of ECU, but it is not



1(ECU) - the mark is awarded for the application of this principle 
Turbot CC) of the income of Turbot CC is derived from one client
More than 80% (R750,000 (from ECU) / = 88.24% of the income of

1Conclusion = Turbot CC is personal service company UNLESS 
1it employs three or more full-time employees (BUT only 2)

6Maximum6excluded)
Total of the marks available for part (a) of email 2 (presentation mark

awarded).  
concludes that a specific requirement was not met, a mark will be
requirements of section 12E(4) are met (if a candidate directly
Turbot CC will be a small business corporation if ALL of the(b)

1co's or CC's and the gross income of the CC is less than R14m
person, the sole member of the CC with no other interests in other
The following requirements were clearly met: Barry is a natural

1the same conclusion as the one listed below will follow.
services of a handyman, the CC will not meet this requirement and
not amount to engineering.  If the candidate linked "real estate" to the
ingenieurswese)) and the services as a handyman would generally
carrying on the engineering profession ("engineering" (Afr.
rendering of a "personal service".  There is no indication that he is
Not more than 20% of all receipts consists of income from the

1candidate will still get a mark for the conclusion below
conclusion in part (a) - if the conclusion in part (a) was wrong, the
Turbot CC is a "personal services company" refer to the

1A "personal service company" is an "employment company" 

1because it is an employment company
Conclusion: Turbot CC is NOT a small business corporation

4Maximum5mark excluded)
Total of the marks available for part (b) of email 2 (presentation

1Presentation mark(b) and must be awarded unless VERY unclear
Presentation mark: clarity of explanation applies to part (a) and part

1collected from employee) (paragraph 5(1) of Fourth Schedule)
ECU is personally liable (right of recovery, may be absolved if(c)

1Fourth Schedule)
also pay a penalty of 10% of amount not paid (paragraph 6(1) of
As ECU did not pay within the period allowed for payment they will

1amounts due and will have to be paid by ECU
voorgeskrewe koers) will be levied on the employees' tax and penalty
Interest at the prescribed rate (section 89bis) (Afr:

1(paragraph 6(2A))
if the failure to pay the employees' tax was with intent to evade
ECU may also be liable for a penalty of twice the amount (200%)

3Maximum4mark)
Total of the marks available for part (c) of email 2 (no presentation

E-Mail 2: Mr. Coquilles

14,800.00of that definition 
rendered and is specifically included in remuneration - paragraph (a)
The cash salary is gross income (paragraph (c)) for services(a)

1paragraph (b) of the definition of remuneration includes 
definition) which are specifically included in remuneration  -
The following are taxable benefits (paragraph (i) of gross income

1given if this is not stated, but the formula was in fact used
vests in the employer only the formula must be used - mark to be
Residential accommodation with meals provided - as full ownership

1(R51 000 – R46 000)
170.83× 17 / 100 × 1 / 12 =



10.00Free meals - not a taxable benefit - paragraph 2(c)

10.00business use - paragraph 6(4)(a)
Free use of cellphone - no value as the use is incidental to the

10.00incidental to the business use - paragraph 7(10)(b)(ii)
due to the nature of duties and the use is infrequent or merely
Free use of motor vehicle - no value as the use of the motor vehicle

4,870.83Balance of remuneration per month
1Annual equivalent of ‘balance of remuneration’ x 12

58,449.96
Schedule tax payable

0.510,520.99On R58 450 at 18% (or per table)
0.5(8,280.00)Less rebate

2,240.99Normal tax liability (for the year)
1 divide by 12

186.75Employees ‘ tax deduction for a month

10Maximum11excluded)
Total of the marks available for part (a) of email 3 (presentation mark

1must be incurred in the carrying on of a trade
In order to claim a deduction in terms of section 11, the expenditure(b)

1property (rental income)
The definition of trade (section 1) specifically includes the letting of

1carrying on of a trade.
The earning of dividends and interest does not constitute the

1then constitute a trade. 
could be considered to be derived from employment which would
rendered.  Pension is included in “remuneration” as defined and
trade.  It is not employment as it is not in respect of services
The earning of a pension does not constitute the carrying on of a

1deduction if all the requirements of section 11(a) are met.
The expenditure (Izaak's remuneration) can only be claimed as a

1incurred in the production of income.
The only issue of concern is whether or not the expenditure is

1of that pension.
the remuneration of Izaak cannot be said to be in the production
If the earning of pension is regarded as the carrying on of a trade,

1employment of Izaak against the pension receipt.
apply and prohibit the deduction of the expenses related to the
Pension is remuneration as defined and section 23(m) will then

1receipts.
regarded as incurred in the production of the rental
trade as a landlord, the remuneration expenditure would be
To the extent that the trips by Izaak are undertaken in relation to his

1which it is expended for the purposes of trade.
In terms of section 23(g) a deduction is only allowed to the extent to

1
applying the ratio of trips for purposes of the renatl trade to total trips.
deducted.  The portion that relates to trade could be determined by
Only a pro-rata portion of the cost of employing Izaak may then be

1that relates to the private trips of Mr. Coquilles is prohibited.
expenses.  The deduction of the portion of Izaak's remuneration cost
Section 23(a) or 23(b) prohibits the deduction of domestic or private

8Maximum12excluded)
Total of the marks available for part (b) of email 3 (presentation mark

1Presentation markClarity of explanation (Language and grammar)



Calculation of the SECOND provisional tax payment(c)

600,000Estimated taxable income (given)
Schedule tax payable

143,010On R490 000

44,000On excess at 40%
1187,010Normal tax payable

Less rebates: (NO marks if deducted from taxable income)

1(8,280)Primary
(5,040)Secondary

173,690Normal tax liability

1(85,930)Less PAYE
1(47,760)Less First provisional tax payment

40,000Second provisional tax payment

THIRD provisional tax payment
700,000Taxable income

Schedule tax payable

143,010On R490 000

84,000On R210 000 at 40%
1227,010Normal tax payable

Less rebates: (NO marks if deducted from taxable income)

1(8,280)Primary
(5,040)Secondary

213,690Normal tax liability
12,000Additional tax (given in question)

legislation, this additional tax will not be levied
Alternative: Also award mark if the candidate argued that due to new

215,690Normal tax (as defined in section 89quat(1))

Less credit amount (as defined in section 89quat(1))

1(85,930)- Employees’ tax
0.5(47,760)- First provisional tax payment

0.5(40,000)candidate
- Second provisional tax payable - use amount as calculated by

142,000Adequate third provisional tax payment

10Maximum10excluded)
Total of the marks available for part (c) of email 3 (presentation mark

1Presentation markArrangement and Layout
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